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Abstract Summary

Pegasus Universal Aerospace has brought life to the idea of our very own Vertical Business Jet, (VBJ®). What makes this invention incredibly
unique is its capability of Vertical Take-Off & Landing. (VTOL)
This exceptional master piece is the world’s first passenger vertical take-off airplane (VTOL) and incorporates many other world firsts that are not
only designed to make the airplane light, safe, affordable and attractive, but also ensuring optimal performance. The airplane has a range of
2350 nautical miles at 796 kilometres per hour (This equates to 430kts). That is up to six and a half hours of flying time. This state of the art
performance is unmatched by helicopters, piston engine planes and tilt-rotor VTOL airplanes. Some of our potential World’s first specifications
entail low level ballistic arrestor systems and automated control systems which make the airplane safe and reliable by reducing pilot workload
and additionally making the airplane accessible to pilots with less experience.
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Introduction and Scope
Pegasus Universal Aerospace was born with the need to design and eventually manufacture
the Pegasus Vertical Business Jet. To also provide the niche market of aviation with aviation
finance and leasing. On route, this journey of design and creativity led to the birth and
manufacture of the Pegasus Road Jet.
What inspired Dr Reza to start the company and the story behind its name is inspiring. Dr
Reza had always wanted to design his own plane, his personal work travel experiences,
coupled with determination and a clear vision lead to the birth of the idea of the Vertical
Business Jet. In deciding on a name for the company the name Pegasus was merely an
instinctive calling. With initial thoughts of Pegasus South African Airplanes the Doctor found it
too limiting, therefore Pegasus Universal Aerospace came into being.
What makes Pegasus Universal Aerospace’s VBJ so unique is that it surpasses helicopter
convenience combined with true business jet speed, with up to three time more range, speed
and safety. One of its most unique design characteristics is that it can fit onto a helipad and
land on unprepared ground, including grass and wooden decks.
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Introduction and Scope
continued
Pegasus Universal Aerospace scope for the VTOL project entails the following:
Supervising Flight Simulator Training.
Commitments after delivering aircraft to customers such as maintenance, spare parts and support.
Maintenance Manuals will be supplied to customers of the VBJ,
A detailed list of spares that we recommend to customers to buy and stock at their maintenance hangers will be
issued.
➢ All documents will be in English and once the demand dictates will be translated into other languages.
➢ US-FAA certification requirements are to be followed and adhered to.
➢
➢
➢
➢
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Introduction and Scope
Continued
Some of the benefits of this project entail:
➢ The technical expertise to design, build and certify the aircraft is already available to the company.
➢ The land and supporting services required (ie . Electricity) are readily available at the proposed site.
➢ The revolutionary safety features will set a new benchmark for the GA industry globally. The first to market
advantages are not to be ignored.
➢ Increasing the local content ratio of the aircraft by securing the manufacture and supply of certain aircraft components
from participants in the micro finance and mentoring project.
➢ The general aviation market and in particular the VLJ market is forecast to improve markedly during the period under
review.
➢ Establishing South Africa as a global leader in aviation technology and manufacturing.
➢ Manufacturing aircraft parts for international jet manufacturers.
➢ Interest expressed by an international, established aircraft manufacturer to provide sales, after sales support and
maintenance globally using their international network
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Product Review and
Design- Summary tables
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Product Review and Design

The low stall speed, equal to that of
the much smaller Cirrus SR22
airplane pictured here, allows pilots
to transition from VTOL mode to
forward flight mode sooner and to
therefore save on fuel burn. It also
means that the airplane can
transition back into VTOL mode
closer to the landing site leading to
safer and cheaper operation and
landing. Aborted VTOL landings are
easier and safer with a lower stall
speed.
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Product Review and Design

Sized to fit onto a standard helipad, or to
land in built up areas, such as
intersections in rescue situations. This
size still allows for a comfortable cabin
for 8 passengers, an on-board restroom
and luggage compartments. The wing
tips are non-critical and VTOL would still
be possible if the outer wing is damaged.
The airplane should be at least as safe
as any helicopter in existence today
thanks to multiple redundancies in
power, control and automation.
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Product Review and Design

The VBJ fits onto a
standard helipad.
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Product Review And Design
Independent design review

Computational Fluid
Dynamics

Important Achievements to date

Lift Fan De-Risking

Conceptual Design Study.

Immediate Action Plan

Finance Masters Study.
Feasibility Study.

Continue Design
according to CAA
and FAA standards.

FAA, CAA, EASA & Other
Strategic Discussions.

Continue Fund
Raising
Activities.
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Product Review And Design
Aesthetically Attractive
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Product Review and Design
Unique interior design
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Product Review and Design
Unique interior design

Insert cross section here

STAND UP HEIGHT
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Product Review and Design
Unique Interior Design

Yokes provide greater stability,
maneuverability and control over
side-sticks.
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Product Review and Design
Unique Interior Design
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Product Review And Design
Favoured Engine: GE CT7-8A6
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Product Review And Design
Independent Design Review.

Conducted to verify the information produced in the
Conceptual Design Phase and to further investigate
the airframe and it’s capabilities.
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Product Review And Design
Independent Design Review.

Laminar flow over closed wing fan louvers in forward
flight mode.

No re-circulation of air at low altitudes in VTOL to
reduce FOD.

18
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Product Review and Design
Small Scale Model

Fully functional
scale model.
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Product Maintenance
Estimated Maintenance Costs:
• $110 for each engine hour.
• $75 per cycle for landing gear. Consumables $25 000 per year.
• Replacement parts: 20% of sales price over 10 years.
The VBJ
fits
• Divided
equally over ten years at 2% per year.
onto a standard
helipad.

Methods to reduce Maintenance Cost & Complexity:
• Phased approach.
• Maintenance Engineering input into airplane design.
• Interchangeable parts and “drop in” pod design for fans & fan systems.
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Current Development Phase
Detailed Design: De-risking.

Aim: To de-risk the VBJ project to enable the market to
fully support the project with the greatest of confidence.
Hypothesis: The Pegasus VBJ project is highly likely to
succeed and to overcome both the residual marketing and
technological risks.
Justification: To date, all market and feasibility information
has been positive. Where challenges were encountered or
discovered, these were overcome or are likely to be
overcome using the resources at hand.
Methods:
1. Marketing risk:
• “Agency” interviews.
• FlightGlobal Ascend.
• Avinode.

Desired outcomes: Confirmation of all previous market
research and greater understanding of the complete
development program with significant de-risking.
Continuity: Following the completion of the studies noted
above, the company will complete detailed design, certify
and deliver the airplane to customers..
Project Insurance: Pegasus is working with a technology
de-risking company that might provide project insurance to
investors and buyers paying deposits for airplanes, to
protect them from the risk of non completion or non
delivery of a fully certified airplane.

2. Technological Risk:
• 6 Subsystem study.
3. Industrial Design:
• Functional aesthetic improvements and creation
of photo-realistic images and videos intended to
facilitate fund raising.
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ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
NASA studies have shown that the airline’s average door-to-door speed
on trips of less than 1287 km is about 128 km/hour, decreasing as the
distance decreases.
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ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Military ducted thrust produces dangerous hot gas which can melt tarred roads and set fire to grass
and wooden decks. The VBJ produces only cool air from the lift fans.
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ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Range Maps

Range Maps

London: VTOL and Standard Runway

Range Maps

Range Maps

California: VTOL and Standard Runway
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Dubai: Standard Runway

Johannesburg: VTOL and Standard Runway
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Strengths

Opportunities

A high level of management skills and experience in all the requisite disciplines
already exists within the company. The creative input and problem solving
ability has been greatly contributed to by the primary shareholders.

The technical expertise to design, build and certify the aircraft is available to the
company.

The university training facility attached to the venture will ensure a steady
supply of suitably skilled aeronautical engineers.

The land and services required such as electricity are readily available at the
proposed site.

The company has a flexible equity and shareholding model making it attractive
to potential investors.

The revolutionary safety features will set a new benchmark for the GA industry
globally. The first to market advantages are not to be ignored.

A micro financing and mentoring plan by experts in this field will be
implemented benefitting the disadvantaged local community and engendering
support and buy-in to the project.

Increasing the local content ratio of the aircraft by securing the manufacture and
supply of certain aircraft components from participants in the micro finance and
mentoring project.

Denel, a potential design and manufacturing partner, welcomes the opportunity
to locate the assembly plant away from their manufacturing facility.

The general aviation market and in particular the VLJ market is forecast to improve
markedly during the period under review.

Unique Product offering featuring many “world firsts” giving the company a
considerable first-to-market advantage.
Significant interest from the local and international government will improve the
ease of doing business.

Establishing South Africa as a global leader in aviation technology and
manufacturing.
Manufacturing aircraft parts for international jet manufacturers.
An interest expressed by an international, established aircraft manufacturer to
provide sales, after sales support and maintenance globally using their international
network

Weaknesses
The large capital injection required to make the project succeed. (High
barrier to entry). This is both a strength and a weakness of the project.
The 5 year period between start-up and delivery of the first aircraft
resulting in an extended period without cash flow from sales. Competitors
and potential competitors will face the same time delay & maintenance
and finance income is an early source of funds.
The costly and complicated FAA and EASA certification process which
cannot be circumvented. Governmental involvement will make this
process more efficient.
The development of new technology will be both lengthy and expensive.
Once completed, this will improve the company’s competitive advantage
significantly.
Large degree of co-operation between numerous governmental and
private agencies increases the complexity of the project. However, once
this has been arranged, the collaboration also becomes a strength.

Threats

The existing aircraft manufacturers could reduce their selling prices sparking an
unsustainable price war. However, the products on offer do not directly compare
with the company’s offering.
Any disruption to the supply chain of imported components such as the power
plant could impact on delivery dates to the customers. Supplier influence could
lead to higher prices. This is addressed below in the Porter 5 forces model.
New entrants to the market attempting to replicate the company’s offering. This is
also expanded upon in the Porters 5 forces model.
Existing competitors developing competing products, as above.
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PESTLE Analysis

Porter’s 5 Forces

The PESTLE analysis allows one to identify the applicable external forces, that is,
the opportunities and threats to be considered as part of a SWOT analysis.

An industry analysis is conducted through the Porters 5 forces model.

Political: The ANC.’s power has waned over the last three years and looks likely to
continue. . The South African constitution is among the best in the world.
Government policy is in line with the objectives of the project, including the aviation
sector development plan and the broader governmental goals regarding the
promotion of South African exportation, manufacturing and capital projects.
Government also supports the education component of the project.

New entrant threats: The threat of new entrants, given the strength of current airplane manufacturers and the large equity
required to start a venture of this nature, is low. Without the developmental advancements in our possession, the design
and manufacture of a true competing project is not possible.

Existing competitors: A description of the relevant competitors is carried out below.

Recent labour unrest has not extended into the skilled and semi-skilled sectors.
Economic: the price or raw materials and factors of production may fluctuate and
affect the profitability of the project, however, the trend in the aviation sector has
been a decrease in the relative, inflation adjusted costs of avionics, engines and
composite materials. Foreign exchange fluctuations will not affect the project as
much as one may expect given that the income and major purchases of the project are
priced in US dollars.
Social: Globalisation makes it more acceptable for individuals and companies in
developed countries to purchase airplanes from South Africa. Educating and
uplifting the employees will lead to a general improvement in the South African
socio-economic status.
Technological: New advances in technology have made airplanes safer, cheaper,
lighter and more fuel efficient. Technological advances in computers, lightweight
materials, engineering and robotics, contribute to more appealing, safer airplanes
which could be built and designed more cheaply than in the past. Control software
makes the airplanes easy to fly. Ballistic parachutes act as a backup to increase safety
and perhaps more importantly, the perceived safety.
Legal: Legislation regulating the safety of airplanes is managed through the
Department of Transport and the CAA. International regulations will apply to this
project by way of the certification process of the FAA and EASA.
Environmental: Lighter, more fuel efficient airplanes will reduce the impact of travel
on the environment. The ability to land without an airport will remove the need for
additional travel as well the construction of runways. Environmental impact studies
will be conducted at the site of proposed construction before commencement.

Supplier influence: The inputs required by the project include easily available raw materials, as well as off the shelf
avionics, integration systems and engines. Suppliers exist in a competitive environment and as such are not likely to use
their influence to exert negative pressures on the company. In fact, the trend has been for suppliers to offer favourable
terms to companies with an above average chance of success given the potential for long term co-operation.
Customer influence: Each individual customers makes little difference to the company on their own. However,
collectively, the customer has a choice of airplane to purchase, and poor service or bad reputation may cost the company
dearly. No matter how big the company grows, customer service, safety and quality must always remain top priorities.
Of course, being first to market with a VTOL jet will allow the company to enjoy a monopoly in that sector for a period.
Governments, corporates and larger customers who may place large orders would gain leverage over the company as the
size and frequency of their purchases grows relative to the total company revenue.
Threat from substitutes: The substitutes to the company products include helicopters and light turbo-prop aircraft.
However, the only real substitute is the Augusta 609 featured below, however this plane is too large to land on a yacht, at
intersections or general or emergency helicopter landing pad. The other airplane types have unique capabilities designed
to compete with substitutes and competitors.
Relevant risks: Market risks are unavoidable as far as an aviation company is concerned, the company must respond to
these as they arise, but contingency planning is always of value.
Credit risk, or counterparty risk may be a problem for Pegasus, non-refundable deposits and personal sureties will reduce
this risk. Credit default insurance should be obtained where payment terms are offered to customers.
Business risk is best avoided by keeping to a lean operating structure and doing everything possible to keep the company
profitable. Just in Time manufacturing techniques will reduce inventories on hand. The large gap between the predicted
IRR, even under very conservative predictions, and the required rate of return on available debt, reduce the financial risk
of the business.
Liquidity: the cash flows forecasted are able to meet the cash requirements of the business as well as the debt
repayments.
Operational risks occur as a result of the operations of the company; it is important and in some cases a legal
requirement, for companies to obtain public liability insurance amongst other types of insurance. General care and
attention to safety coupled with these insurances will reduce these risks.
External risks, are another type of uncontrollable risk which may be mitigated by intelligent design and relevant
insurance.
In addition, JLT (2012) identifies the following risks:
Foreign exchange risk, affects the company indirectly, large fluctuations in currency strengths relative to the home
currency of foreign customers will affect the perceived affordability of the airplanes. Rough predictions may be made as
to the future direction of the currency versus any particular country’s currency by comparing the inflation rates of the two
countries. Differing inflation rates would lead to a relative change in the amount of money available and the actual value
of that money, (Hill, 2011). Countries with lower inflation rates should be targeted; theoretically the costs of purchasing
an airplane will become cheaper as time progresses.
Interest rate risk, this rate will be fixed in advance for debt as well as invested equity
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Analysis And Findings
Target Market Overlap
Light Jets

Business
Jets

Tilt-Rotors

Turboprops

Helicopters
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Analysis And Findings
JetNetiQ

Pegasus Vertical Business
Jet accessible market.
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VTOL Competition: Leonardo AW 609
Crew:

2

Passengers:

9

Cabin Height:

1.4 m

Cabin Width:

1.47 m

Engines:

2

Range:

700 nm

(1296 km)

Speed:

275 kts

(509,3 kmph)

Price:

$24m

This airplane is the only potential civilian aircraft that will offer VTOL capabilities. This airplane is slower, less attractive, heavier and less safe than the Pegasus VTOL
VLJ. This airplane will not be able to land on helipads, unlike the Pegasus plane. The rotor width on this airplane makes it unsafe to land on helipads or on roads in
the case of emergency airlifts.
It is also significantly more expensive and has a range that is far below that of the Pegasus VLJ.
Tilt rotors are infamous due to their instability and the number of lives lost to date. The Pegasus control software makes these types of accidents extremely unlikely as
the balance of the airplane is taken out of the pilots hands and placed into three dedicated pieces of hardware.
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VTOL Competition: Leonardo AW 609
CrewCrewcC
Crew:

2

Passengers:

9

Cabin Height:

1.4 m

Cabin Width:

1.47 m

Engines:

2

Range:

700 nm

(1296 km)

Speed:

275 kts

(509,3 kmph)

Price:

$24m

Pegasus Competitive Advantages:
• 3,3 x the range
• 1,6 x the speed
• Runway capability in addition to VTOL.
• Far smaller footprint. (AW 609 Critical rotor-tips require safety clearances).
• Competitive Pricing.
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Approx. 20m rotor span.

VTOL Competition: Helicopters. H160
Crew:

2

Passengers:

8

Cabin Height:

1.4 m

Cabin Width:

1.47 m

Engines:

2

Range:

460 nm

(851.92km)

Speed;

155 kts

(287.06kmph)

Price:

$22m

Pegasus Competitive Advantages:
•

No vibration in the cabin as a helicopter would.

•

More space, more luxury.

•

Less noise (no headphones required)

•

Larger cabin allows freedom of movement

•

Smoother flight than in a helicopter

•

Pegasus has a greater range. Beneficial in the “Golden Hour” in medical evacuations

•

Safety from website tab
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VTOL Competition: Cross sections

Gulfstream G4

Embraer 650

Bell 407 Airbus H125

AW 609

Pegasus VBJ

Pegasus Competitive Advantages:
• Wider.

The men are the same size.
Cross sections are true to scale.

• Stand-up height.
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Analysis And Findings

Study Integration (2011-2034)
Various studies cover different time frames and place different values on airplanes, making it difficult to integrate and compare these
studies. Pegasus has standardized and integrated all these studies to account for such variables to allow for a 20 year industry
forecast.
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Analysis And Findings-JetNetiQ

It is apparent from the top right image, that the market
perceives, for the most part, that the business cycle has
already started its upward slope, the US GDP and business jet
cycle graph supports this. Also, from the GDP per capita
versus the number of jets per 1000 HNWI, it is clear that Africa
and South America are traditionally high Jet per HNWI
territories.
The subjective feeling is that 54% of subjects believe that the
market is past its low point and 27% believing that it is at the
low point. Objectively, the market is seen to rise with the US
GDP as of 2009, shown in the graph above.
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Analysis And Findings

Market Outlook Update (2017-2038)
Various studies cover different time frames and place different values on airplanes, making it difficult to integrate and compare
these studies. Pegasus has standardized and integrated all these studies to account for such variables to allow for a 20 year industry
forecast.

2018-2023: CAGR of 5.84% forecast for
the sector

2017: The forecast predicts 8,349 unit deliveries representing $252
billion in revenues (based on 2017 pricing) to be realized by 2026.
The forecast projects significantly more revenue during the next business
cycle, peaking at $31.4 billion in the year 2025.

2017-2027: Global outlook for business
jets up to 8 300 new deliveries at
$249B.

2018-2032: unit production forecasts to
be 26 151 rotorcraft, valued at $278.3
billion.
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Analysis And Findings

Market Outlook Update (2017-2038)
Excerpts from Bombadier 2016 – 2025 forecasts
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Analysis And Findings
University & FET

By offering the following courses, the
company would be able to supply its
own needs, as well as to fill the gaps
in the global requirement. Forecast
cash-flows are shown as well.
According to Boeing 2016, by 2036, the world will
require the following professionals.
Worldwide:
• 617,000 new commercial airline pilots
• 679,000 new commercial airline maintenance
technicians.
(ATAG, 2014).

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
Year 11
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14

0
-R 2 420 370
R 432 795
R 12 776 056
R 29 039 252
R 39 801 672
R 48 373 748
R 49 772 162
R 50 831 650
R 52 145 846
R 53 374 311
R 54 560 263
R 55 656 635
R 56 614 163

Year 15

R 57 471 149
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Analysis And Findings
The case for Aviation

• This exerpt from the DIR 2015
study highlights the attractiveness
of the aerospace manufacturing
sector versus the general UA
manufacturing sector. There is no
data that suggests that this is not
the case in other geographical
areas.
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Analysis And Findings
The case for Aviation

Excerpt from 2017 PWC Aerospace
manufacturing assessment shows that
the aerospace and defense industry
reported higher revenues and profits in
2016 compared with 2015. Demand for
air travel increased by 6.3 percent in
2016, the second consecutive year above
six percent and sixth consecutive year
above five percent, which is consistent
with the 20-year forecast,1 far exceeding
global economic growth expectations,
and causing heightened demand for
aircraft, engine, and parts
manufacturing.
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Qualifications And Company Overview
Pegasus Universal Aerospace is a company registered in
South Africa with its head office based in Johannesburg.
The company has a BBBEE Level 1 classification.
Mission: An aviation company focussed on providing
innovative solutions to customer needs while increasing
value for all stakeholders.
Vision: To become the world leader in advanced aviation
products and services; providing safe, exciting, innovative
aircraft globally. In doing so, to create dignified
employment and to enhance skill levels in the Aerospace
field.
Strategy: Ensure EASA and FAA certification. Co-operate
with an international partner with an existing network to
manage sales, maintenance and service worldwide.
Maintain a culture of continuous improvement and
advancement.
Business/Project Description: The company is designing
new aircraft, to manufacture them in South Africa or North
America and to supply them to customers around the
world.
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The company has invested much into the establishment of local &
global relationships with governments, aviation manufacturers,
suppliers, maintenance companies, aviation sales and brokerage
companies and regulatory bodies such as the American FAA and the
European EASA.
The company directors and shareholders have considerable
experience and education in the fields of Aviation, Manufacturing,
Finance, Sales, Entrepreneurship, Management, International
Business, International Relations, International and South African
Law, Education, Business Aviation, Marketing, Accounting,
Economics, Organizational Behavior, Human Factors in Aviation,
Engineering, Airport Management and Investment.

Qualifications And Company Overview
Dr Reza Mia | Chief Executive Officer
Dr Reza Mia, serial entrepreneur & broad minded busienssman, graduated from the University
of Witwatersrand in 2006, followed by MBA from the University of Liverpool and an MSc in
Finance & Investments from the London School of Business & Finance. He consistently
strives in the enhancement of business and business development, leading him to his
involvement in the aviation & real estate industries. In 2012, he became a member of Mensa.
Dr Mia has earned a finalist award from the Technology & Innovation Agency for his VBJ as
well as the Minara Chamber of Commerce’s Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award 2017.
Dr Mia has amongst other things, brought Dr Robert Rey's Sensual Solutions anti-ageing
skincare range into South Africa which has since won the award for "Best Premium Beauty
Product 2012" from Product of the Year,(amongst other awards), designed and introduced the
Pegasus RoadJet into the market and has structured various business aviation transaction
and finance models.
Dr Mia notebly received the Dean’s scholarship for Entrepreneurship when applying for the
MSc Fin , and has begun to work towards a private pilot’s license. He was awarded an
aviation innovation runner up award by the Department of Science & Technology and has
been notified that he will receive an award in 2016 from the Congress of Business &
Economics for his contribution to South Africa. His interests lie with international business,
aviation finance, entrepreneurship, aeronautics, technology, community development and
education. Dr Mia’s contribution to the design, ergonomics and safety of the airplane is
enriched by his experience in psychology, human performance and human factors in aviation.
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High Profile Interest
Suggests High Marketability
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Qualifications And Company Overview
Zaakir Mia | Chief Financial Officer
BCom (UNISA), MIFM (SAIFM), Advanced Corporate and Securities Law UNISA).
Zaakir Mia is the Fund Manager of Eminence Partners, the recently launched hedge
fund partnership of the Mia family. Zaakir has over 10 years of experience as a financial
markets trader and is a member of the SA Institute of Financial Markets. He started his
career at a renowned JSE member brokerage firm (WHICH ONE). At the time, Zaakir
was one of the youngest traders in the country to be licensed to trade on a discretionary
basis for clients. After honing his trading skills, Zaakir moved on to managing the SHM
Group’s proprietary trading portfolio.
Zaakir also fulfils the role of CEO at the family owned property company. He oversees
the entire strategic vision of the group and currently serves as a director and majority
shareholder of a number of companies operating in various customer facing sectors. It is
here that he undertakes high-level management responsibilities and indirectly oversees
the duties of over 100 employees. Zaakir is highly experienced in the business
management & financial management of large scale manufacturing entities, most
notably the industrial air-conditioning firm, Improvair.
Apart from his extensive experience in financial markets and business management,
Zaakir has completed numerous academic qualifications, including his undergraduate
degree, Bachelor of Commerce, as well as various other courses, most notably the
UNISA course in Advanced Corporate and Securities Law. He is currently registered for
the MSc Masters in Finance course at London School of Business and Finance.
39
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NASRIN EBRAHIM | CHIEF
OPERATIONS OFFICER
Bcom (Law) (UJ) | Prince II Project ManagementFoundation & Practitioner (British Council) | ISO Internal
Auditing (9001, 27001) (WWISE)

Nasrin Ebrahim joined Pegasus Universal Aerospace in
September 2017. bringing into the business legal/
compliance experience as well as project managing the
Pegasus VBJ .
Understanding Global pressures and etiquette from
previous years of work experience at global market
research house Ipsos, and being based in London for 3
and a half of those years. Previously heading up and
taking the business forward in various roles of
Accounting, Legal compliance, Procurement and
overseeing facilities as well as internal ISO Auditing, her
extensive business experience has been well applied in
Pegasus with input into our Marketing, Business liaisons
and contributing to obtaining approval of our Public
Prospectus.

Qualifications And Company Overview
Additional Directors / Board
Advocate AB Mohamed SC: brings
tremendous legal knowledge and
expertise to the board. He recently
graduated with an international Sukuk
qualification with 6 distinctions. Legal
counsel & advice is formally provided to
the company by the international legal
firm Norton Rose Fulbright.

Al Noor Rawjee of the Delta
Corporation has many years of
experience and is highly qualified in
the fields of industrial manufacturing,
finance and business management.

Robbie Irons: A highly respected
aviation expert with influential contacts
throughout the world. Robbie’s CV
includes such positions as the head of
sales and marketing at Execujet and
Chief Developer of Fireblade.

An engineer who is now familiar with
the project with many years of
experience in international relations for
the SA-CAA is considering an offer
from PegasusUA to join the company
once his retirement sets in at the end
of 2013. This will ensure that the joint
certification process proceeds as
smoothly as possible.
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Qualifications And Company Overview
Additional Team Members
Matthew Buttle: Lead engineer. Has worked at the CSIR and Denel.

Brian Steinhobel: Industrial Designer. World renowned and chief
designer of a diverse range of industrial and consumer products.

Dave Taylor & Epsilon Engineering: Part of the engineering team.

Outsourced expert engineering teams for specific sub- system work.
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Aviation Innovation Award

In addition to this runner up award presented in recognition of
the novelty of the VBJ, the DST has approved a 150% tax
rebate for Pegasus Universal Aerospace. Although the long
term base for the project will not be placed in South Africa,
strategic steps will be taken to ensure that the tax rebate is
fully exploited.
For example, parts and components might be manufactured
in South Africa and sold to the international subsidiary to
allow the portion of the income that qualifies to offset tax and
recoup the development costs at 1,5 times the invested
capital. This means that the company will not pay taxes on
any profits until net profits exceed $475m. This further
improves financial performance and ratios but the impact has
not yet been included in the calculations and ratios described
in this profile.
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Letters of Intent
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Letters of Interest- AIRPLANES
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Finance
The total cost of production at the conservative sales rate equals $ 6 602
770 per airplane. Each plane is to be sold at $22m initially, however, it has
been suggested by market research that the planes would still be highly
sought after at a much higher price. The company will increase its selling
price based on the secondary market selling price of the airplane, some
industry experts have suggested a retail price between $22m and $32m,
however, the company will base its financial forecasts on the conservative
and easily achievable selling price of $22m. Versus the $24m Leonardo
AW609.
This design alone could bring in revenues by year 15 of $254 billion and
create between 5700 and 11400 jobs.
Each new aviation job created has a knock on effect to create 8 new other
jobs, this according to a study by Denel.
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Finance Summary Table
Light Jet Market value

$75.6 billion

Business Jet & Helicopter Market
Value

$560 billion

Revenue Forecast Conservative

$46 billion

Revenue Forecast Realistic

$89 billion

Revenue Forecast Optimistic

$254 billion

NPV (Best case)

$900 billion

IRR: Weighted Average

143%

Maximum Required Capital

$400 million

Full Gross profit Conservative

$42 billion

Full Gross profit Realistic

$79 billion

Full Gross profit Optimistic

$226 billion
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Note: The revenue effect on GDP as
shown by a multiplier effect (on the direct
and indirect revenue) of 2.24, (sector
development plan) shows a total revenue
effect of between $ 103.04b & $ 568.96b.
When the induced effect is taken into
account, a factor of 3.5 is suggested,
resulting in a total positive effect on GDP
of between $ 161b & $ 889b.

Sources Of Finance
The project will not be reliant on government
or new share issue funding in perpetuity.
Potential sources of finance which will benefit
all shareholders and increase the ROI include:
• DBSA: the Development Bank of South
Africa has shown an interest in financing the
infrastructure components of the project.
• CSIR: The CSIR is considering funding
future R&D activities through the donation of
infrastructure and services.
• DST: Pegasus intends to make use of the
Department of Science & Technology’s R&D
150% tax rebate incentive which it has
already been granted.
• DTI & Treasury: Pegasus is currently
engaging with the Department of Trade &
Industry and the National Treasury as part
of the Joint Aerospace Steering Committee.
• Ten year, zero coupon bond issue.
(Primary.)
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• Airplane sales: Following the completion of
the feasibility study, the company will begin
to take deposits for airplanes to be
delivered at the end of year five along with
industry standard Pre-Delivery Payments.
(Primary).
• Long term Factoring: Aircraft sales
contracts may be used as security for
loans to finance the operations of the
company.
• IDC: The IDC has shown an interest in
providing funding related to the
industrialization phase of the project.
• Income from maintenance & finance
operations.
• TIA: The technology and innovation
agency provides conditional grants to
projects with a proof of concept to allow for
applied research, market development and
technology development including
prototyping as of TRL 4.

Financial Projections - NPV

Considering various interest rate values.
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Financial Projections - NPV
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Financial Projections – Internal Rate of
Return

Equity Rate of Return
(p.a)

15,00%

Term

15 years

Assumed Tax Rate

28,00%

Likelihood

Internal Rate of Return Conservative

137,02%

0,35

Internal Rate of Return Realistic

126,32%

0,55

Internal Rate of Return Optimistic

256,45%

0,1
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143,07%

Bigger Picture Financial Forecast
Prices are shown in US Dollars, the global standard in
Aviation transactions. Gross profits are close to margins
of 70% with net profits at 40-50%.
These amounts are likely that they will increase as
Pegasus has used conservatively optimistic
estimates in the calculations thus far conducted.
A more detailed financial model has already been
conducted on the VBJ model which is displayed
on the next slide. This shows positive NPV’s under
various interest rates and debt to equity ratios and
likely IRR’s of 143.7%. This implies that the
project will be profitable even if debt is taken with
142% interest per annum rates. Of course, such a
move would be too risky and very unlikely to be
encountered. The table is based on the following
assumptions:
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Financial – Company Valuation - Shares & Securities
being offered
Utilisation and flow of funds
Share purchase

Loan to development company at 15% pa

1

2

Share Customer

Pegasus
Universal
Aerospace
(Pty)Ltd

PegasusUA Ltd

4

3

Share repurchase at price calculated
at 15% pa appreciation

Repayment of loan from sales
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Financial – Company Valuation – Shares & Securities
being offered
➢ The 15 year Net Present Value of the project at 15% equity cost amounts to $ 851 696
713,40 this equates to $1135 per share invested. Shares are to be sold at R2000 per
share with a perpetual share repurchase option to the company at 15% per annum.
➢ This includes a ten percent before tax profit share of the company Pegasus Universal
Aerospace (Pty)Ltd, after company tax and dividend tax, this equals 6,2% due to
PegasusUA Ltd.
➢ As Pegasus UA Limited is focused towards developing a new airplane, funds are only to
be sought and shares released as required, however should there be funds acquired but
not employed, all un-employed funds will be invested into an interest bearing account.
Share certificates issued electronically upon purchasing of shares online at
http://www.pegasusua.com/ through the paygate payment mechanism.

Valuation: $ 851 696 713 ,40
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Financial – CAPEX In USD

**For confidentiality purposes we have only disclosed figures for capex purposes and no description
of capex items
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Cash Flow - Break Even

Excl. CapEx

VBJ Cashflow 4 Years
$200000 000,00
$150000 000,00
$100000 000,00
$50000 000,00
$-

1

2

3

4

$(50000 000,00)

Series:
1. Pessimistic
2. Realistic
3. Optimistic

Series1

Series2

Series3

Incl. Maximum CapEx
VBJ Cashflow 15 years

$80000000 000,00
$70000000 000,00
$60000000 000,00
$50000000 000,00
$40000000 000,00
$30000000 000,00
$20000000 000,00
$10000000 000,00
$$(10000000 000,00)

1

2

3

4

5

Series1

6

7
Series2

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Series3
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Shares And Securities
Investment Proposal
• The company’s primary funding mechanism is intended to be through
customer deposits for airplanes at ten percent of the sales price.
• Revenues of this nature will offset the required investment and will allow the
company to “buy back” equity from investors.
• These preliminary suggestions are flexible and Pegasus will consider all
alternative suggestions seriously.
• Any work performed in South Africa will accrue to the D.S.T’s 150% tax
rebate awarded to the company.
• Should additional funding be required, Pegasus would seek to issue zero
coupon bonds, sell more equity in the company or obtain debt financing on
the strength of orders accumulated.
• An alternative to the above would be a Ten Year, Zero Coupon Bond
with an annualized 10% p.a. for with an option to extinguish the debt
early.
*Speculative opportunity:

When Eclipse Aviation launched the Eclipse 500, early position holders found that they were able to
resell their positions earning a profit of between $500 000 and $ 600 000 per airplane, (The Great
Eclipse, 2011).
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Shares And Securities
Exit Opportunities
The company foresees many exit opportunities at various points during
the life of the project for each of the various stakeholders should they
wish to liquidate their equity for whatever reason. Some of these are
listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outright sale of the company in totality.
Share sales to new parties.
Share sales to other existing shareholders.
IPO (Listing).
Compensated Nationalisation.
Merger with another international manufacturer.
Listing by reversing into existing public company.
Expansion and diversification via vertical and horizontal integration.

Each of these methods will provide significant value to each of the
stakeholders. However, the current shareholders intention is to grow the
company consistently to ensure its absolute success.
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TIMELINE SCHEDULE
Total Development Process
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Timeline Schedule
Total Project Man-Hours
Engineering staff
requirements are
listed here, full staff
requirements and
budget are kept by
the company.
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Development Timeline: 30 Months
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Risk Analysis
Market Risk

1. “Agency” interviews: An independent
market research firm will conduct new
interviews with relevant market players in
addition to the interviews and
questionnaires conducted as part of the
masters study previously discussed.
2. FlightGlobal Ascend: A well defined
table of contents has been formulated by
Ascend to assess the business jet market
broadly as well as more focused sections
specifying the portions of the market
applicable to the Vertical Business Jet.
3. Avinode: This study will use existing and
forecast hourly utilization figures as well as
sales figures to produce best estimates to
confirm the company’s sales forecasts.
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Risk Analysis
Technical Risk

In order to remove as much of the perceived technical risk
as possible, the 6 major subsystems must be investigated
and the results of these studies integrated to provide a
widely accepted, irrefutable conclusion that will provide
greater details of the estimated time, skill and financial
resources required to take the project to completion.
The following six areas will be studied:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Airframe.
Lift Fans.✓
Thrust fans.
Drivetrain.
Control systems, software & Automation.
Arrestor systems.

The end point of this phase will be to provide the
company with definite yes/no answers as well as a
path forward to clearly demarcate the steps that
need to be taken to reach a fully certified airplane.
The cost, skill, manpower and time estimates will
be revised following this phase and the accuracy
of these estimates will no doubt, be greatly
improved.

Each of these will be carried out in collaboration with the
leaders in their respective fields to take advantage of their
experience and knowledge in the subject matter, applying
it to this novel concept to produce a unique offering. All IP
produced will be wholly owned by Pegasus Universal
Aerospace.
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Risk Analysis

Detailed Design: Step one

The first step in the De-risking Exercise is the Fan in wing design along with it’s control methods. These
engineering images attached were developed by our engineers.
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Risk Analysis

Sub System Derisking Program
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Risk Analysis

Sub System Derisking Timeline
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RISK ANALYSIS
Total Project Risk

Investors and creditors seek to balance the risk of losing their
investment, or loan, with required rates of return. The higher the
risk, the higher the required return. Therefore, to reduce the
cost of capital to PegasusUA, the company must find ways of
reducing the perceived risk to the investor or creditor.

The same holds true for prospective buyer deposits. The
company will be able to take deposits from parties eager to
purchase Vertical Business Jets and to use those funds to
continue the development of the airplane. These funds will be
protected by the project insurance and deposits will be refunded.

Project Insurance allows the company to address the full
spectrum of risks faced by a company involved in the
development of a novel airplane in today’s market. In doing so,
the company is able to reduce its exposure to these risks and in
so doing, reduce the cost of capital by reducing the required
rate of return.

This insurance is not in place and much negotiation is required
before it can be finalised, but the company that Pegasus has
engaged is currently providing the same service to another
novel airplane design company. This insurance is not confirmed
and potential investors are advised not to factor this insurance
into their decision as to whether to buy the shares or not.

Furthermore, should the risk reduction efforts fail, and if the
airplane does not reach a successful end to the development
phase, (that is, the airplane is certified and the company is able
to produce and sell them to the helicopter and business jet
customer) then the project insurance will pay back the creditors
and investors.
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Facility Requirements

Pegasus Universal Aerospace is able to continue development with basic office space and
a workshop of under 100 square metres. The runway required for flight testing should
measure at least 1,7km.
At full production capacity, the facility will need to expand to 15 000 square metres.
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Concepts
The convenience and flexibility of the joint systems are more apparent
close to larger cities where an airship might have problems landing due
to space constraints. The VBJ’s may ferry passengers to and form the
airship. The Pegasus VTOL VLJ is well suited to land within the hull of
the airship adding an additional layer of utility and safety to the aircraft.
The VLJ’s ability to hover and move at low speeds makes such an
operation safe, in addition, the airships could function as refuelling and
refreshment stations for the VLJ’s.
Integrated software will allow for automated landing and departure
controlled by the Airship’s hardware to ensure that there is minimal
potential for deliberate or accidental damage to the VLJ’s or the airship.
The Pegasus VBJ aircraft are seen here with an airship conceptual
drawing that already exists in the public space. This is not a Pegasus
Airship design and is used merely to illustrate the concept of the
“Automation Sphere” around the Airship within which all airplanes are
controlled and co-ordinated by the Airship’s on board control systems.
The airships may be produced in various sizes to suit the customers
needs, thereby opening up a new revenue stream from the private buyer
who may have purchased a small to medium sized boat or yacht in the
past.
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Compliance
Intellectual Property
Pegasus Universal Aerospace currently owns all intellectual
property related to the airplanes, their conceptual design
studies,
and all novel and unique concepts.
New IP and newly developed designs will also be owned by
Pegasus in their entirety. All airplane designs will be protected
by worldwide patents and copyrights instituted by Adams &
Adams. The first Pegasus plane design is under the protection
of an international PCT patent application pct/ib2015/055376.
In addition:
• USA: 15/327,237.
• EU: 15771708.3
• RSA: 2017/01274. Granted.

The company’s law firms are Norton, Rose Fulbright & Adams
and Adams. These firm will register local and international
patents for Pegasus as required and all formal contracts will
be drafted and supplied by the firm in order to provide
Pegasus with the highest level of protection.
Where new concepts are developed jointly with third parties
where the continued participation of the third party is required,
for example in the case of an engine supplier, exclusivity in
that regard will be insisted upon.

The current logo, name, watermark, the terms VBJ and Vertical
Business Jet are protected under Trademark applications and
are also owned by the company in their entirety.
Any work to be conducted by third party entities will be
performed under contracts specifying that Pegasus will own all
new developments and designs supplied by such entities.
All strategic partners and allies, suppliers and other service
providers are subject to completing and signing a standard non
circumvention and NDA.
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Innovation Pipeline
The Aeroplanes

1. VBJ: Vertical Business Jet TM
2. Super-Efficient Regional Jet
3. Next Generation Long Range Airplane
4. Very Large Cargo Airplane
5. Mother-Ship.
6.Magnetic Field Airplane.
The VBJ project is the first airplane in what promises to be a lucrative and industry
changing range of aircraft.
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Disclaimer
THIS PROSPECTUS CONTAINS FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS, FORECASTS AND INFORMATION RELATING TO,
AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE COMPANY, ITS BUSINESS PLAN AND STRATEGY, AND ITS INDUSTRY. THESE FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS ARE BASED ON THE OPINIONS, BELIEFS OF, ASSUMPTIONS MADE BY, AND INFORMATION
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO, THE COMPANY'S MANAGEMENT. WHEN USED IN THE PROSPECTUS, THESE STATEMENTS
REFLECT MANAGEMENT'S CURRENT VIEWS WITH RESPECT TO FUTURE EVENTS AND ARE SUBJECT TO RISKS AND
UNCERTAINTIES THAT COULD CAUSE THE COMPANY'S ACTUAL RESULTS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM THOSE
CONTAINED IN THE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. INVESTORS ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO PLACE UNDUE RELIANCE
ON THESE STATEMENTS, WHICH SPEAK ONLY AS OF THE DATE ON WHICH THEY ARE MADE. THE COMPANY DOES NOT
UNDERTAKE ANY OBLIGATION TO REVISE OR UPDATE THESE STATEMENTS TO REFLECT EVENTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES
AFTER SUCH DATE OR TO REFLECT THE OCCURRENCE OF UNANTICIPATED EVENTS. THESE FORECASTS ARE
PRODUCED WITH THE BEST INTENTIONS, TO THE BEST OF THE COMPANY’S ABILITIES AND ARE COMPILED USING
INDEPENDENT AND IN-HOUSE MARKET RESEARCH, DATA AND FORECASTS INCLUDING THOSE PRODUCED BY THE FAA
AND GAMA. DIRECTORS, COMPANY OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES ARE INDEMNIFIED AGAINST ANY LOSSES INCURRED
BY THEM, THE COMPANY AND/OR ITS SHAREHOLDERS. BY PURCHASING SHARES OR OTHERWISE INVESTING IN THE
COMPANY, BUYERS/INVESTORS ACCEPT THE RISK INHERENT IN A COMPANY THAT IS STILL DESIGNING AN AEROSPACE
PRODUCT WITH THE INTENTION TO CERTIFY, MANUFACTURE AND SELL THE AIRPLANES. SUCH RISKS INCLUDE THOSE
OUTLINED IN THE PROSPECTUS BUT THERE MAY BE UNKNOWN RISKS AND REGARDLESS OF THE STEPS TAKEN TO
MITIGATE OR REDUCE THE RISK, THERE REMAINS A RISK THAT INVESTORS COULD POTENTIALLY LOSE THEIR
INVESTED FUNDS. INVESTORS SHOULD NOT INVEST FUNDS THAT THEY CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE NOR SHOULD THEY
INVEST BORROWED FUNDS WHICH REQUIRE SERVICING OF THE DEBT THAT THEY CANNOT AFFORD. INVESTORS MUST
ACCEPT THAT THEY MAY POTENTIALLY ONLY SEE RETURN OF OR ON THEIR CAPITAL AFTER THE COMPANY EARNS
REVENUES (SHOULD NO SENIOR INVESTOR PURCHASE SHARES BACK BEFORE THEN) AND THAT THIS MAY TAKE UP TO
FIFTEEN YEARS FOR FULL SHARE REPURCHASE).
ERRORS & OMMISSIONS EXCLUDED.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY PEGASUSUA LTD AND PEGASUS UNIVERSAL AEROSPACE (PTY) LTD.
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